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ABSTRACT
Virginia Society’s Response to Revolution Era Manumission and Emancipation
Legislation Through Petitions, 1782-1806
Using manumission petitions filed by or on behalf of enslaved Virginians seeking
freedom, pro-manumission and emancipation petitions proffered by religious
organizations, and anti-emancipation petitions submitted by local enslavers and
politicians, this study examines how Virginians, both White and Black, free and
enslaved, responded to Virginia’s 1782 manumission act. This law facilitated the
liberation of thousands of people in bondage during the first twenty-four years of the
early republic period. My analysis highlights a contentious period in Virginia’s early
history – a period that began with tenuous hopes of emancipation for the state’s
enslaved Black community and ended with the entrenchment of slavery within Virginia
society in less than thirty years.

Fancy Fantasy: An Examination of the Antebellum Fancy Trade
The fancy girl trade, the trade in generally young and light-skinned, enslaved women
and girls for sex and concubinage, represented one of the most profitable niche markets
within the domestic trade of enslaved people in early republic America. With the use of
a wide variety of primary sources such as newspaper advertisements, personal
correspondence, and autobiographical narratives, this study ties together the
geographically expansive nature of the fancy girl trade, explains the exploitative culture
of the trade, details market practices and profitability, and most-importantly provides
accounts of the enslaved women and girls abused within this system.
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Virginia Society’s Response to Revolution Era Manumission and
Emancipation Legislation Through Petitions, 1782-1806

On 3 December 1784, Sarah Greene, an enslaved woman born and raised in
Fairfax County, Virginia, petitioned the General Assembly for her freedom and the
freedom of her children. Nearly two decades prior to her appeal to the legislature, Sarah
and her family had been enslaved by Reverend Charles Greene, for whom she had
devoted “many years of faithful service.” Having died before the General Assembly’s
enactment of “An Act to Authorize the Manumission of Slaves,” which it passed in May
of 1782, Reverend Greene had few means of securing legal permission to manumit.
Written decrees such as a last will and testament or deed of emancipation were
possible avenues by which the reverend could have documented his intentions
pertaining to Sarah, but he did not. In the absence of such documentation, Sarah
argued that during the final moments of her enslaver’s illness, “he exacted a promise”
that his widow would fulfill his intention to emancipate them after his death. Yet, before
his widow had the opportunity to resolve her late husband’s final wishes, she died
abroad sometime during the 1770s, without ever formally documenting an intent to
manumit. To make matters worse, two of Sarah’s children were forcibly removed from
her care and sold South by a trader. Aware of the complexity of her situation and that of
her two remaining children, Sarah ended her two-page petition by pleading with the
House of Delegates to “pass an act,” in accordance with the 1782 manumission law, to
confer upon herself and her children the freedom Reverend Greene assured her that
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“they should enjoy.”1 While the General Assembly’s decision is not included her
surviving case record, Sarah Greene’s petition offers a glimpse into how enslaved
people used petitions to fight for their freedom after the enactment of the 1782
manumission law and the challenges many faced during the process.
Virginia’s most ambitious manumission legislation to date, the 1782 Act
expanded enslavers’ ability to manumit enslaved people without need for state
government approval, while also mandating that manumitted African Americans who
were not deemed by a court to “be of sound mind and body,” including those above the
age of forty and minors, would be financially supported by their former enslaver or by
their former enslaver’s estate.2 This law, largely influenced by a combination of
longstanding Christian anti-slavery activism, previous freedom appeals made by
enslaved people, and Revolutionary era pro-liberty sentiments, resulted in a significant
number of manumission petitions filed to the state legislature, as well as, county courts
across Virginia soon after its passing. The influx of petitions intensified emancipationist
efforts, while simultaneously incurring the ire of Virginia’s slaveholding population.
The “Act to Authorize the Manumission of Slaves'' not only provided a potential
avenue by which some enslaved people could achieve freedom. It also acted as a
catalyst for an intense emancipation debate in post-Revolution Virginia that would
persist for more than two decades. Between 1782 and 1806, the law freed
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Manumission Petition of Sarah Greene, 1784, Legislative Petitions Digital Collection for Fairfax County, Library of
Virginia, Richmond, VA.
2
General Assembly, “An Act to Authorize the Manumission of Slaves,” ed. William Waller Hening; The Act to
Authorize the Manumission of Slaves as detailed in this collection of Virginia’s Black Codes compiled by June
Purcell Guild, Black Laws of Virginia: A Summary of the Legislative Acts of Virginia Concerning Negroes from Earliest
Times to the Present (Richmond, VA: Whittet & Shepperson, 1936), 61.
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approximately 15,000 African Americans from bondage - the largest number of
enslaved Virginians liberated in the state’s history prior to the issuance of the
Emancipation Proclamation in 1863.3 Yet, despite what seemed to be a period of
“liberal” progress with regards to the status of the institution of slavery in Virginia, the
Act was short-lived.
The legal debate grinded to a halt on 25 January 1806 when the General
Assembly passed "An Act to Amend the Several Laws Concerning Slaves," repealing its
1782 Act. The repeal ushered in a wave of tighter regulations: adding restrictions to
manumission procedures and requirements, limiting the movement of the state’s free
Black population, and requiring that all manumitted African Americans vacate the state
of Virginia within twelve months of receiving freedom, otherwise risking reenslavement.4 The 1806 repeal act, at least within a legal context, cemented Virginia’s
stance regarding the place of slavery in the Commonwealth. Within the first three
decades of the early republic period, the 1782 manumission law and the uncertainty
surrounding the possible implementation of statewide emancipatory legislation put
enslaved Virginians in the middle of a political, economic, and spiritual conflict that
would remain largely unresolved until the establishment of the 13th Amendment in
1865. Through critically examining how Virginians – White and Black, free and enslaved
- used petitions to respond to the 1782 Act and the possibility of statewide
emancipation, this ideological and moral clash can best be illustrated.
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Art Budros, “The Antislavery Movement in Early America: Religion, Social Environment and Slave Manumissions,”
Social Forces 84, no. 2 (2005): pp. 942.
4
General Assembly. “Primary Resource: ‘An ACT to Amend the Several Laws Concerning Slaves’ (1806).” Edited by
Samuel Shepherd. Encyclopedia Virginia. Library of Virginia, 2012.
https://www.encyclopediavirginia.org/_An_ACT_to_amend_the_several_laws_concerning_slaves_1806.
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Evidence of how Virginia society grappled with the increase in manumissions and
intensifying emancipationist attitudes is well-documented in the petitions submitted to
the General Assembly and county courts in the decades following the end of the
Revolutionary War. Between 1782 and 1806, three main variations of petitions were
used to proffer anti-slavery and proslavery arguments to the state legislature. The first
type were manumission petitions, which are also referred to as emancipation petitions in
extant records. These documents were filed by or on behalf of enslaved people who
sought freedom through the last wills and testaments of their former enslavers, deeds of
emancipation, or through an acknowledgement of their acts of meritorious service.
Some surviving petition records also include notes of payment, suggesting that those
seeking liberation were responsible for providing a fee to the legislature in order to put
forth their case. The second type were anti-slavery or emancipationist petitions, which,
were often presented to the General Assembly by religious groups seeking to influence
change in slavery legislation. The final type of petition were proslavery petitions or antiemancipation petitions, which were typically drafted and submitted by committees of
enslavers and politicians representing a specific locality’s desire to maintain slavery
within its borders.
At the center of debates regarding the nature of Virginia’s relationship to the antislavery movement of the late-eighteenth century is discourse on the degree to which
Revolutionary era rhetoric influenced anti-slavery and proslavery ideology, particularly in
the 1780s and 1790s. Luther Porter Jackson’s Manumission in Certain Virginia Cities
(1930) asserted that the ideological shift that occurred between 1784 and 1806, which
Jackson referred to as the “era of the rights of man,” sparked substantial growth in the
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number of manumissions approved by the state compared to those recorded in previous
decades. Jackson argued that the Virginia General Assembly’s “Act to Authorize the
Manumission of Slaves,” which facilitated the liberation of thousands enslaved
Virginians in less than three decades, was inspired by the pro-liberty sentiments that
characterized the era.5
For decades, scholars have earnestly debated the degrees to which pro-liberty
fervor influenced change to the state’s manumission policies. Manumission generally
remained a rare act conducted in small numbers after the Revolution, even after the
passing of the 1782 Act. The challenge in determining to what extent historians should
(or not) consider the span between 1782 and 1806 a monumental shift in manumission
policy and culture, as a reflection of pervasive pro-liberty sentiments, stems from the
issue of this uptick in liberations having been so temporary. To what extent should we
consider this period an viable pro-manumission and emancipation movement in
Virginia? How much did religious organizations influence that movement? In The Negro
in the United States (1957), Franklin Frazier argued that the growth in manumissions in
the 1780s occurred largely due to the anti-slavery activism of Methodists and Quakers,
while attributing the sharp decline in manumissions just a few decades later to the
restrictive anti-manumission legislation passed in the early nineteenth century.6 In
contrast, Fredrika Teute Schmidt and Barbara Wilhelm’s “Early Proslavery Petitions in
Virginia” (1973) argues against the wide-ranging effectiveness of the 1782 Act by
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Luther Porter Jackson, “Manumissions in Certain Virginia Cities”, The Journal of Negro History 15, no. 3 (1930):
pp. 281.
6
Franklin Frazier’s thoughts on the cause of early republic manumissions in Virginia, which he included in The
Negro in the United States (1957). Referenced by Art Budros, “Social Shocks and Slave Social Mobility:
Manumission in Brunswick County, Virginia, 1782-1862,” American Journal of Sociology 110, no. 3 (2004): pp: 547.
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describing Virginia’s abolitionist movement following the issuance of the 1782
manumission act as a short-lived “liberalizing trend…set off by the Revolution.”7
Schmidt and Wilhelm maintain that while the number of free black Virginians doubled by
1784 as a direct result of that law, the liberating of enslaved people by this means
continued to be an uncommon incidence despite anti-slavery activism from religious
groups. The pair further note that, instead of inspiring widespread anti-slavery
sentiments, abolitionism (from religious groups and other persons) may have
encouraged opponents of emancipation to use petitions to combat the growing antislavery attitudes of the period.8
More recently, historians have expanded their attention beyond the potential
effects of liberty ideology in their analyses of Virginia’s early republic manumission
activity. An examination of Art Budros’ “Social Shocks and Slave Social Mobility” (2004)
reveals that manumission rates varied by geographic area and were likely affected by a
numerous factors including economic climate, industrial developments, fears of growing
free black communities, legislative changes, insurrections, and Christian anti-slavery
campaigns.9 In Race and Liberty in the New Nation (2006), Eva Sheppard Wolf notes
that the manumission petition itself, in combination with anti-slavery activism by
Christian groups, gradually pushed the Virginia General Assembly to adopt slightly more
flexible manumission policies that allotted for enslavers to legally liberate Africans
Americans deemed fit to reside within society as free persons. Despite the somewhat
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Fredrika Teute Schmidt and Barbara Ripel Wilhelm, “Early Proslavery Petitions in Virginia,” The William and Mary
Quarterly 30, no. 1 (1973): pp. 135, https://doi.org/10.2307/1923706.
8
Schmidt and Wilhelm, “Early Proslavery Petitions,” 136.
9
Art Budros, “Social Shocks and Slave Social Mobility: Manumission in Brunswick County, Virginia, 1782-1862,”
American Journal of Sociology 110, no. 3 (2004): pp. 545.
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improvement of the policies themselves, Wolf stresses that neither the 1782 Act nor
manumission as a practice could ensure that those freed were provided with the means
to better their condition of life outside of bondage. Wolf offers as an example of the
hardships faced by liberated persons who lacked access to financial support, the
lamentable experiences of Samuel Johnson. Johnson, a mixed-raced man born
enslaved in Virginia in 1775, entered into a manumission agreement with his enslaver in
1802. After Johnson finally received freedom, he spent the next several decades of his
life “illiterate and [impoverished],” eventually dying in 1842, having “achieved nothing
great aside from his own liberty.”10
Oversimplifying the purpose of the 1782 Act and portraying it as wholly effective
and benevolent legislation is counterproductive to understanding exactly how
manumission law operated and the negative ways in which many Black Virginians were
affected by it. Ted Maris-Wolf cautions against viewing both Revolutionary-era ideology
and the 1782 Act as examples of great philosophical or legislative progress in Family
Bonds: Free Blacks and Re-enslavement Law in Antebellum Virginia (2015). For MarisWolf, “Virginia’s reputedly liberal manumission law of 1782 failed to recognize the
inalienable right to freedom, which Thomas Jefferson so eloquently claimed for himself
and his white peers,” but not for the state’s enslaved population. Furthermore, he
argues that the 1782 manumission law designated manumission as a privilege afforded
to a select few whose freedom would then be controlled and restricted by white society.
This restricted nature of free Black people is made evident when considering such
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Eva Sheppard Wolf, Race and Liberty in the New Nation: Emancipation in Virginia from the Revolution to Nat
Turner's Rebellion (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 2009), ix, 28-29.
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persons were forced to carry documentation of their free status at all times – which still
did not guarantee that the law would protect their freedom.
The reality of Black liberty was tenuous at best, both before and after the
Revolutionary War. This was particularly so in southern states.11 The attempts Virginia’s
government made to navigate limited forms of Black liberation are indicative of the
wider, national struggle created by the questioning of slavery’s morality and the erasure
of Black personhood, which the Revolution no longer allowed American society to
ignore. Especially, bearing mind, that the new republic was built on claims of freedom
and equity – even if such arguments were never meant to include African American
people, enslaved or free. It is within these complicated circumstances that enslaved
Virginians used petitions to navigate the 1782 Act, new conceptions of liberty, and
establish an identity for themselves outside of the confines of the institution of slavery.
At the same time, Christian anti-slavery activists and proslavery proponents alike used
the same methodology to participate in the debates arguing the fate of the institution of
slavery in Virginia.

I.

Shaping Virginia’s Anti-Slavery Legislation: The Manumission Petitions of
Enslaved Virginians:

Petitions were one of the most effective means by which Virginians could
influence legislative change during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
True to this important facet of Virginia’s legal culture, manumission petitions drawn by or
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Ted Maris-Wolf, Family Bonds Free Blacks and Re-Enslavement Law in Antebellum Virginia (Chapel Hill, NC: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2015), 24-26.
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on behalf of enslaved people had an indelible impact on early republic slavery
policymaking. During the 1778 General Assembly session, an enslaved man named
George submitted a petition to the House of Delegates seeking his freedom on the
grounds that his former enslaver John Thornton, by then deceased, had given George
“repeated assurances…that he would set him free at his death.” In his petition, George
claimed that Thornton, who considered him a high-favored enslaved domestic, intended
to discharge him from enslavement, for his “unremitted assiduity.”12
Prior to the 1782 law, petitioners seeking manumission pled their cases through
the House of Delegates in hopes of receiving their freedom directly from the
government. In accordance with these guidelines, George appealed for an “act of
emancipation” to legalize his request for liberation. Fortunately for him, the descendants
of John Thornton supported his endeavor, which likely aided in getting his case heard
by the legislature in the first place. Although George’s actual act of petitioning was not
unique - as the number of state petitions proffered by and for enslaved people were on
a national rise towards the end of the Revolution - his petition highlighted a gnawing
question that had plagued the General Assembly throughout the 1770s: Should the
state establish a legal means by which enslavers could manumit enslaved people
“under certain circumstances,” if the said person demonstrated “fidelity and diligence” or
engaged in meritorious acts of service?13
Theories abound on what may have motivated this shift on the General
Assembly’s attitude towards enslaved people. Perhaps the “rights of man” rhetoric of

12
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Wolf, Race and Liberty, 28.
Wolf, Race and Liberty, 29-31.
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the Revolution had pervaded the legislature to such a point that it tipped slavery
sentiments into a more sympathetic tone. Maybe the petitions of enslaved people
seeking liberation combined with the pressure put forth by late-century anti-slavery
activists seeking to expand manumission rights encouraged the General Assembly to
reach a solution. It is also possible that a desire to streamline the review process for
manumission petitions and lessen the procedural load on the legislature by placing the
responsibility of manumission in the hands of enslavers, ultimately led to the state
making limited concessions to abolitionists. Regardless of the cause of the change, the
text of the forthcoming manumission policies that followed George’s petition, passed in
1782 and 1783 respectively, were tailored to address manumission petitions filed for
enslaved people determined by their enslaver or by the state to have performed
exemplary acts of service, just as Sarah Greene and George had described in their
petitions. The idea of the morally exceptional enslaved person deserving of freedom
provided justification for expanding legal avenues for manumission.
One year after the passing of the 1782 manumission act, the Virginia General
Assembly passed “An Act directing the emancipation of certain slaves who have served
as soldiers in [the] state.” This legislation dictated that “whereas it appears just and
reasonable,” enlisted persons who exhibited praiseworthy aid to the state “should enjoy
the blessings of freedom as a reward for their toils and [labors].”14 This law not only
extended a path towards manumission for enslaved servicemen, in general. It was
established to target a certain group of enslaved soldiers: those who illegally served in

14

Tom Costa, “Official Records - Virginia Laws 1751-1800,” The Geography of Slavery in Virginia (University of
Virginia, 2005), http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/gos/laws1751-1800.html.
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the Patriot military as stand-ins for their enslavers. A relatively common practice,
enslavers who desired to avoid military service would enlist an enslaved man in their
place, fabricate the status of the man’s condition of bondage in his enlistment records,
and then seek to re-enslave them following their service period.15 The first section of the
1783 legislation addresses this very occurrence, stating that the act of former enslavers
to attempt to return Black veterans “to a state of servitude” is “contrary to the principles
of justice.”16
The convoluted nature of these types of exchanges encouraged some enslaved
servicemen to use petitions as a tool to challenge their enslaver’s professed right to
hold them in bondage after their service to the state. Amongst those who pursued
freedom in state legislature were men like David Baker, who served as a substitute for
his former enslaver Lawrence Baker aboard the naval vessel, the Patriot, in Norfolk,
Virginia.17 To compound the difficulty of trying to wrest freedom away from obstinate
enslavers, the actual process of petitioning the General Assembly proved a costly affair,
financially. Baker, for example, paid forty-six dollars to the legislature to petition for his
freedom, an exorbitant sum at that time. Unfortunately, as no record of a decision
accompanies existing documentation of his case, Baker’s fate is unknown.18

15

Wolf, Race and Liberty, 35-36.
William Waller Hening’s transcription of Virginia’s “Act directing the emancipation of certain slaves who have
served as soldiers in this state” as referenced by George Livermore, An Historical Research Respecting the Opinions
of the Founders of the Republic on Negroes as Slaves, as Citizens, and as Soldiers. Read before the Massachusetts
Historical Society, August 14, 1862 (New York, NY: B. Franklin, 1968), 152-153.
17
Manumission Petition of David (alias David Baker), 1794, Legislative Petitions Digital Collection, Library of
Virginia, Richmond, VA.
18
According to officialdata.org, $46 in 1794 (at the time David Baker submitted his petition) would have been
worth $1,088.44 in today’s currency. Ian Webster, “Inflation Rate between 1635-2020: Inflation Calculator,” U.S.
Inflation Calculator: 1635→2020, Department of Labor data (Official Data Foundation, 2020),
https://www.officialdata.org/.
16
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The success rate of manumission petitions filed through the 1783 Act varied.
Numerous enslaved men petitioned for their freedom using the 1782 and 1783
enactments to prove just cause for their freedom claims. One of the most well-known
manumission cases pursued through these means was that of James Armistead
Lafayette in 1786. Lafayette enlisted in the Continental Army in the spring of 1781, with
the permission of his enslaver, William Armistead of New Kent County. He served the
Marquis de Lafayette as a spy. Following a year-long review of his appeal, Lafayette
received his freedom in 1787.19
Successful manumission suits often required significant documentary proof along
with written support from white endorsers. This is evident in the petition records of Saul,
a man formerly enslaved by Colonel Thomas Matthews of Norfolk. In September 1792,
“J. Parker,” Saul’s commanding officer, authored an endorsement on his behalf, stating
that Saul served his command faithfully as a spy. Parker’s case record also included
letters of support provided by a number of Continental Army generals, including one
from the Marquis de Lafayette, who was “acquainted with…[Saul’s]” military service.
These endorsements appear to have been successful as Saul received his freedom in
the fall of 1792.20 While his petition resulted in a positive outcome, not all petitioners
were able to secure the necessary support to strengthen their appeals.

19

Manumission Petition of James (known as James Armistead Lafayette), 1786, Legislative Petitions Digital
Collection for New Kent County, Library of Virginia, Richmond, VA; Four years before the General Assembly
granted James Armistead Lafayette his freedom, the Marquis de Lafayette, inspired by the bravery exhibited by
black Patriot soldiers and sympathetic to the plight enslaved African Americans, constructed an experimental
gradual emancipation plan for which he hoped to garner support from George Washington. John P. Kaminski, A
Necessary Evil?: Slavery and the Debate over the Constitution (Madison, WI: Madison House, 1995), 24-26.
20
Affidavit certifying the manumission of Saul, 1792, Legislative Petitions Digital Collection for Isle of Wight
County, Library of Virginia, Richmond, VA.
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On 4 November 1793, Pluto, a man enslaved by Robert Bough of Norfolk,
appealed to the General Assembly for his freedom through the 1783 law. Pluto served
the war effort in Virginia as a mariner onboard the Patriot, perhaps serving alongside
Saul. While serving on that vessel, the Patriot engaged in combat with the “Lord Howe
British Privateer,” where, according to Patriot’s Captain and his officers, Pluto “displayed
a degree of courage and [ardor] that…in their opinion…ought to entitle him to his
Freedom.” Despite his faithful service and the endorsement of his claims by his
commanding officers, the General Assembly did not free him. Three years later, on 22
November 1796, Pluto submitted a second petition to the legislature pleading that it
“pass an act admitting him to participate in the blessing of Freedom.” Again, he cited his
meritorious service as a mariner for the state’s navy. Pluto’s second petition record did
not include any information about whether the legislature granted him his freedom or
rejected his appeal all together.
The manumission petition process was fraught with complications and provided
no guarantees of liberation by way of the state’s legal system. Obstacles presented
themselves even when a deceased enslaver promised manumission in their last will and
testament, one of the approved means by which an enslaver could formally declare their
intentions to liberate. Such was the case for the nearly two hundred enslaved people
caught in the middle of a two-year legal odyssey for their freedom following the death of
their enslaver Joseph Mayo, a plantation owner from Henrico County, who died in
Europe on 24 May 1785. In his will, Mayo stated that it was his “earnest request that the
Gentlemen who shall be named and appointed Executors of this my last Will and
Testament petition the General Assembly for leave to set free all and every one of the

13

slaves of which I may die possessed on account of their Services to me whilst alive.”
Mayo intended for his executors to “leave nothing undone which may be requisite for
obtaining the manumission of the said Slaves.” On 28 October 1786, Mayo’s executors,
Paul Carrington, Joseph Carrington, and Miles Selden presented the General Assembly
with a petition to address Joseph Mayo’s final wishes. Mayo intended to free all 176 of
the people he had enslaved during his lifetime (as well as the several children born to
them after his death), ranging from three years to ninety years of age. All of whom were
divided between Mayo’s properties located in Henrico, Goochland, Mecklenburg,
Chesterfield, and Cumberland Counties.21
According to his executors, Mayo died “largely indebted far beyond the Value of
his personal Estate.” Since he owed money to several creditors, no funds were
available to support his mass manumission plan. They argued that, having left the
country for Europe in 1780, he was unaware of the existence of the 1782 manumission
act. Consequently, Mayo was ignorant of the law’s requirements, including the
stipulation that enslavers who sought to manumit could do so, so long as they were able
to provide financially for those liberated by them, whose age and conditions of health
rendered them unable to care for themselves. In an attempt to seek a resolution and
complete Mayo’s final wishes, his executors sought the aid of the General Assembly to
support the several “aged, infirm and [infant]” enslaved people still resident on his
properties.22 The following year, on 13 December 1787, the General Assembly granted
Joseph Mayo’s estate an act carried out by the chancery court to make “sufficient

21

Manumission Petition of Paul Carrington et al on behalf of those formerly enslaved by Joseph Mayo, 1786,
Legislative Petitions Digital Collection for Henrico County, Library of Virginia, Richmond, VA.
22
Manumission Petition of Paul Carrington et al, 1786.
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provision for the support of those slaves who from age or infirmities may be unable to
maintain themselves.” Further, the legislature authorized that the chancery court issue a
decree that emancipated all enslaved persons named in Mayo’s last will and testament,
entitling them to all the “privileges to which other free negroes and mulattoes are by law
[entitled].23
As time wore on, securing General Assembly approval for manumission became
a more and more difficult task to undertake. The number of manumissions granted
through petitions filed with the legislature began to decrease in the mid to late 1790s
and lessened further after the passing of the "Act to Amend the Several Laws
Concerning Slaves" in 1806, which restricted manumission, in large part due to fears of
Virginia’s ever-increasing free Black population.

II.

An Expression of Faith and Piety: The Petitions of Virginia’s Christian AntiSlavery Movement:

Religious groups, particularly Quakers, Methodists and to an extent, Baptists, led
Virginia’s manumission and emancipationist movements towards the end of the
Revolutionary-era. To varying degrees, the leadership of each group encouraged their
members to manumit those they enslaved and advocated for the enactment of state and
national emancipation legislation. While each group contributed to the movement, the
Quakers, who were especially active in Virginia’s abolitionist sphere the late 1770s and
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early 1780s, are most often credited for pressuring the General Assembly to pass its
1782 manumission legislation. During the latter years of the Revolutionary War, those
within the Quaker faith who regarded people of African descent as persons worthy of
respect and dignity, freed significant numbers of enslaved people through last wills and
testaments and deeds of emancipation without permission from the state legislature.
This practice caught the attention of the General Assembly, subsequently forcing it to
address the conflict. Concerned that the zealous liberation efforts of some members of
the faith could result in more restrictive actions imposed upon both enslaved and free
Black Virginians, some Quakers moved to petition for the legal expansion of
manumission rights for enslavers and a path for large-scale emancipation.
In 1780, the Society of Friends composed a petition to the Virginia General
Assembly, aimed at retroactively granting legal approval for the manumissions
conducted by members of the Society without the authorization of the state. In keeping
with Revolutionary era rhetoric, they argued that the Society’s desire to provide a
means for conferring liberty to enslaved people allowed them to uphold a cherished
notion of the Revolution, that “freedom is the natural [right] of all mankind.” This is a
perfect example of how, while the era’s patriotic language may not have served as a
primary catalyst for the anti-slavery movement in the early republic period, religious
activists utilized it as a springboard to successfully lobby state legislators to pass
manumission legislation in the name of liberty. The General Assembly acquiesced, in
1782, providing enslavers with the ability to legally manumit through written decrees as
sanctioned in the aforementioned manumission law passed that year. Tellingly,
however, the General Assembly refused to allow the Quakers permission to conduct
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large, sweeping manumissions within their own communities in an attempt to stem the
growth of the state’s free black population, which the legislature deemed societally
unsustainable.24
Undeterred by the General Assembly’s dismissal of their appeal to allow the
Quaker community more expansive emancipatory license, Virginia Quakers moved to
become a part of a national challenge to slavery in the late 1780s. Virginia’s Society of
Friends joined other chapters in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and western
Maryland in producing one of the earliest national anti-slavery petitions, which they
submitted to the First Federal Congress on 3 October 1789, following the “Yearly
meeting of Quakers.” This time, the Society of Friends targeted America’s participation
in the transatlantic trade in enslaved people, arguing that Congress had the
responsibility to eliminate the “inhuman tyranny and blood guiltiness” of the practice by
abolishing the trade.25
The debate concerning how to approach abolitionist strategies consumed church
policy decisions in several Christian groups in the 1780s. Methodist participation in the
late-eighteenth century anti-slavery movement took off in 1784, when a segment of the
Methodist church broke off from the Church of England and formed the maverick
Methodist Episcopal Church under the leadership of former Anglican priest John
Wesley. Wesley’s opposition to the institution of slavery in America influenced the
liberalization of Methodist ideology as it pertained to slavery. He preached in favor of
the recognition of the humanity of enslaved African Americans. During the
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Revolutionary era, he passionately decried the contradictions of the period’s pro-liberty
rhetoric. “See that Negro, fainting under the load, bleeding under the lash! He is a slave.
And is there ‘no difference’ between him and his master? Yes” there is. The Patriot “is
screaming, ‘Murder! Slavery!’” while the battered enslaved person “silently bleeds and
dies!” Using the teachings of church leaders like Wesley, Methodist preachers traveled
all around Virginia, preaching sermons that discouraged the ownership of enslaved
people and advocated for the “abandonment of earthly comforts for apostolic simplicity
and modesty.”26
Midway through the decade, Wesley’s reformist Methodist sect shifted its
attention towards enacting internal anti-slavery policies within the church, as well as,
supporting legislative changes to state slavery law. In the fall of 1785, bishops and
notable anti-slavery proponents Thomas Coke and Francis Ashbury propagated a
petition for statewide emancipation to Methodist congregations around the state.27
Those efforts culminated on 8 November 1785, when the annual Methodist Conference
proffered that petition to the Virginia General Assembly. These petitioners claimed that
the “Body of the Negroes in this State have been robbed” of their liberty, which they
considered to be a “birthright of mankind” and “the right of every rational creature
without exception.” Using the ideology and rhetoric of the American Revolution, the
petitioners argued that the fervor expressed by the Patriot’s fight against oppression in
the “Glorious and ever Memorable Revolution” needed to extend to the entirety of the
nation’s enslaved population. The petitioners requested that the legislature deem it
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unjust for the new nation to “subject any man to perpetual slavery,” regardless of the
person’s race.28 This strong abolitionist stance backfired, however. At the annual
Methodist Conference in 1785, the church temporarily suspended its emancipationist
efforts in order to avoid a decline in membership from Methodists who cringed at the
thought of freeing those they enslaved.29 The internal conflict regarding the issue of
slavery eventually led to another schism of the church in 1844.30
In the latter eighteenth century, the pace of the Baptist anti-slavery movement
had slowed considerably, as well. Between 1785 and 1790, the policymaking body of
the church passed a series of resolutions lambasting the institution of slavery. In spite of
the opposition to the practice of enslavement expressed by Baptist leaders, the church’s
efforts to galvanize support against the ownership of enslaved people appears to have
largely fallen on deaf ears. On the surface, the lack of success with congregational
support for manumission and emancipation may seem surprising, considering that
several of Virginia’s Baptist churches, such as Richmond’s First Baptist Church, served
sizable Black congregations. Yet, it does not appear that Black congregants held
policymaking roles in the church that would have given them the authority and influence
necessary to sway the rather lukewarm activism of the Baptist church, institutionally.
By 1790, church leaders argued for “practicality” concerning its approach to
manumission and emancipation. That year, the Baptist General Committee claimed to
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support manumission so long as the 1782 Act remained in place, stating that Baptists
should “make use of every legal measure to extirpate the evil [of slavery] from the land.”
The Baptist abolitionist effort seems to have rarely moved beyond these sorts of grand
verbal declarations, however. At the 1790 annual Committee meeting, the church also
made a point of expressing its discouragement of attempts made by any enslaved
person to run away from their enslavers or to participate in any acts of rebellion or
insurrection against enslavement.31 In 1793, the Virginia Baptist General Committee
voted to designate black liberation as a subject more appropriate of an issue for the
General Assembly to adjudicate.32 Three years later, the Ketocon Baptist Association in
Northern Virginia revisited the emancipation debate, drafting a new plan for approaching
advocation. This effort, however, would ultimately be rejected by the state’s
congregations.33
The role Christian groups played in the creation of the 1782 manumission law
and the efforts to support emancipation during the first half of the early republic period
cannot be understated. It was through these efforts that thousands of enslaved people
were freed under the 1782 Act. Still, in many ways, the effectiveness of this movement
was temporary. And instead of encouraging wide-spread support of manumission and
emancipation amongst Virginia’s white population, the vocal Christian anti-slavery
movement fueled aggressive opposition amongst the state’s slaveholding citizenry and
county politicians.
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III.

A Culture of Paternalism and Exploitation: Virginia’s Anti-Emancipation
Petitions:
On the very same day that Thomas Coke and Francis Ashbury presented their

Methodist pro-emancipation petition in Frederick County, Virginia on 8 November 1785,
a group of enslavers and local statesmen from Mecklenburg County submitted a petition
to the Virginia General Assembly in an attempt to dissuade the legislature from passing
an emancipation law. Heavily grounded in the powerful language of the Revolution, the
petitioners exclaimed that Virginia’s Patriot military “risked [their] lives and fortunes, and
waded through seas of blood” to combat the British monarchy’s attempts take away
from them the “right to dispose of [their] property without [their] consent.” As a result,
Virginians actively participated in the fight to break away from Britain “and [establish] a
Constitution and form of government of [their] own” in order to ensure that their
enslaved property would be secure from British intervention.34 The petition, complete
with twenty-two signatures of endorsement, offered a direct rebuttal to the November 8th
Methodist anti-slavery appeal. What stands out about the Mecklenburg antiemancipation petition are the reasons the group believed the General Assembly should
not support arguments in favor of emancipation legislation.
The Mecklenburg petition attacked the patriotism of the Methodist petitioners,
referring to their Frederick County appeal as an “Attempt made by the Enemies of our
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County, Tools of the British Administration…to wrest from us our slaves” through an act
of “General Emancipation” supported by the General Assembly.35 Yet, challenges to the
state and national loyalties of Christian anti-slavery activists were not the only strategy
used by the Mecklenburg petitioners. The petition claimed that emancipation, in any
form and to any degree, was an act “unsupported by Scripture or sound Policy.” The
dichotomy between the spiritual obligation of enslavers to maintain a cycle of biblicallysanctioned bondage of “heathens” and the earthly, paternalistic obligation of enslavers
to support the lives of enslaved people served as the basis for all of the petitions that
followed Mecklenburg’s.
The petition’s use of biblical scripture to justify the maintenance of the institution
of slavery in Virginia and legitimize the practice is striking. In particular, Chapter 25,
Verses 44, 45, and 46 of Leviticus were used in an effort to convey a sort of spiritual
legitimacy regarding the notion that slavery is an inherent aspect of a very hierarchical
form of human interaction. In these selected verses from Leviticus, "Both thy Bond Men
and Bond Maids” from strange lands are declared as heathens, and thus are
permissible to be purchased and owned. Perhaps more astounding is the petitioners’
interpretation of the next line of that verse, which states: “Moreover…the Children of the
Strangers that do sojourn among you, of them shall ye buy…which they beget in your
Land, and they shall be your Possession, and ye shall take them as an Inheritance, for
your Children after you, to inherit them for a Possession; they shall be your Bond-men
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forever." It is in this use of scriptural language that one can see how Christian word was
utilized as a tool to justify slavery, claiming inherent ownership of Black people and their
offspring as part of a never-ending cycle of bondage ordained by God.36
From this scripture, the petitioners argued that they had “reason to conclude” that
the “permission to buy and inherit” enslaved men and women was an innate reality. This
petition directly challenges the basic tenets of the Christian anti-slavery movement,
which fought against the idea that any person had the right to enslave another human
being. Beyond arguing that white Virginians had the right to enslave Black people, such
petitions assert that no act of Earthly man could alter what it deemed to be the natural
condition of those defined as ‘slaves’, otherwise referred to as “heathens” and
“strangers.” To further support this point, the petitioners offered Verses 20 and 24 from I
Corinthians, Chapter 7 as a means of cementing the Christian-sanctioned condition of
the said Bond Men and Bond Maids. In Verse 20, St. Paul says: “Let every Man abide in
the same Calling, wherein he is called.” The next verse follows: “Let every Man wherein
he is called, therein abide with God.” Both of these statements were used to argue that
slavery was a natural condition, a “calling.”
The petitioners claims of the legitimacy of slavery were not limited to scripture.
As they contended that the liberation of enslaved African Americans would not only be
an affront against God, but a brutal act of neglect against those in need of the care only
providable by enslavers. For example, the Mecklenburg petition argues that freeing
enslaved people would lead to the “poverty…neglect, famine, and death” of infant and
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elderly enslaved people, which would cripple the stability of society and bring distress to
its citizenry. Capitalizing on the fear of Black-led acts of violent resistance against
Virginia’s slaveholding society, the appeal argued that emancipation would inevitably
lead to all manner of “horrors.” “Rapes, Murders, [Robberies], and Outrages'' would be
perpetrated by hoards of “unprincipled, unpropertied, revengeful, and remorseless..”
Black men, which would destroy the fragile union so many Virginians had fought and
died to secure.37
As fiery as the language and arguments presented in the Mecklenburg petition
were, they were no means unique. In actuality, this petition was inspired by a similarly
written proslavery petition drawn up in Hanover County the previous year. Opponents of
the Methodist efforts in Mecklenburg circulated the anti-emancipation appeal to Amelia
County and Pittsylvania County on November 10th, netting an additional seventy-six
signatures for their cause. In fear of a possible state-ordered abolition of slavery, nine
anti-emancipation petitions were filed by groups in Amelia, Brunswick, Mecklenburg,
Hailfax, Hanover, Pittsylvania, Henrico, Lunenburg, and Hardy County between 6
November 1784 and 20 November 1785. In total, these petitions collected 1,244
signatures.
Outside of the religious and paternalistic debates, other factors effected the
resistance to Christian anti-slavery efforts. It is no coincidence that petitions like that of
Brunswick, Pittsylvania, and Amelia County’s, came out of Virginia’s south and
southwestern Piedmont regions. These counties functioned as massive centers of
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tobacco cultivation and production after the Revolutionary War. These petitions were
inspired, in part, by a perceived threat of economic collapse, while also highlighting the
insecurity of Virginia’s slave-powered agricultural society. For this reason, many farmers
and plantation owners residing in Virginia’s Tobacco Belt counties had little desire to
support manumission and emancipation or turn a blind eye to growing abolitionist
sentiments.38 Other counties that proffered proslavery petitions did so out of concern
over the expansion of already sizable free and enslaved Black communities, which
many believed threatened the safety of the white population. This concern was
heightened in counties like Amelia, Henrico, and Brunswick, which all had enslaved
populations that exceeded 50% of the county’s total population by the end of the
eighteenth century. The risk of large-scale rebellion of enslaved people incentivized
white citizens to support the repeal of the 1782 manumission law. As Virginia moved
into the nineteenth century, this anxiety was not unfounded.

IV.

Conclusion: The Aftermath of the 1782 Manumission Law and Virginia’s
Abolitionist Movement:

Proslavery attitudes, coupled with a fear of Virginia’s growing free Black
communities, eventually led to regressive changes in both local and state manumission
legislation in the late eighteenth century. In 1793, the steady increase of the free Black
populations in cities like Richmond, due to the 1782 manumission law, encouraged
state policymakers to pass a resolution banning “free blacks or mulattos” from migrating
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into Virginia. As for those already residing in the commonwealth, harsh restrictions were
imposed, forcing the state’s free Black citizens to record their status and residency with
county registrars – a decision made to keep track of the number of free Black people
residing in any given locality.39
The dispute over manumission and slavery grew far beyond questions of the
morality and legality of the practice itself. In 1790, Congress debated the federal
government’s authority to enact a nationwide emancipation measure. Much of the
discourse came down to the recognition of enslaved African Americans as legal
property, which in the case of enslaved people, designated them as tools of the
economy that existed void of the legally protectable status of personhood.
Congressmen who supported abolitionist ideology buckled under the potential financial
consequences of emancipation; agreeing with proslavery supporters that if
emancipation took place, the federal government would need to financially compensate
every enslaver stripped of their holdings.40
Despite the efforts of enslaved people to seek their freedom through
manumission petitions, the number of petitions recorded and approved by the General
Assembly sharply declined in the 1790s and early 1800s. The quashing of the Gabriel’s
Rebellion conspiracy, a plan for a multi-county revolt led by an enslaved blacksmith
named Gabriel (Gabriel Prosser), in Richmond on 30 August 1800, further compounded
fears that large numbers of mobile Black people could and would cause the destruction
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of white Virginia society. Six years later on 25 January 1806, the General Assembly
passed "An Act to Amend the Several Laws Concerning Slaves,” which killed the 1782
Act and rolled back decades of anti-slavery progress. The 1806 repeal did not just serve
to restrict manumission rights and appease anti-emancipationists. It scared would-be
manumitters from liberating enslaved people, particularly due to the law’s expulsion
clause, which mandated that liberated African Americans had to vacate the state within
twelve months of manumission, unless the General Assembly granted them an appeal
to stay in Virginia. If these manumitted people were forced to leave the state, this
blocked former enslavers from providing the support necessary to ensure that formerly
enslaved people could subsist. The study of these manumission, anti-slavery, and
proslavery petitions illustrates the bittersweet reality of the challenges faced by those
who strove to secure Black liberation and those who fought tooth and nail against it.
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Fancy Fantasy: An Examination of the Antebellum Fancy Trade

“Slavery was the worst days ever seed in the world. They was past tellin’, but I
got the scars on my old body to show to this day. I seed worse than what happened to
me,” Mary Reynolds, a formerly enslaved woman from Black River, Louisiana, recalled
during a Federal Writers Project interview in 1937. Reynolds’s enslaver, Dr. Andrew
Robert Kilpatrick, fostered an atmosphere of brutality on his Concordia plantation, often
instructing his overseer Solomon to beat enslaved fieldhands breathless. Sometimes he
would whip them so hard, he would “cut the flesh most to the bones,” leaving victims
bedridden and so brutalized that “they never got up again.” While physical violence was
a daily torment for those enslaved on the Kilpatrick property, Reynolds also described
another feature of plantation life: witnessing Dr. Kilpatrick purchase and house enslaved
women – fancy girls – for sex and concubinage.41
“Once massa goes to Baton Rouge and brung back a yaller gal [named
Margaret] dressed in fine style. She was a seamster nigger. He builds her a house ’way
from the [slave] quarters and she done fine sewin’ for the whites. Us niggers knowed
the doctor took a black woman quick as he did a white and took any on his place he
wanted, and he took them often.” According to Reynolds, Kilpatrick fathered children
with these enslaved women – some of whom Kilpatrick treated differently based on the
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darkness of their skin color. “Aunt Cheyney allus say four of [her children] was massas,
but he didn’t give them no mind” – as her children were dark-skinned. “But this yaller gal
breeds so fast and gits a mess of white young’uns. She larnt them fine manners and
combs out they hair.”
Dr. Kilpatrick’s proclivity for enslaving concubines did not go unnoticed by his
wife, nor by the children who were produced by these encounters. Reynolds recounted
an instance in which the young children Dr. Kilpatrick fathered with his wife and
Margaret, respectively, engaged in a confrontation about their paternal relationship to
him. One day, Margaret’s children had attempted to join some of the Kilpatrick children
as they played with a doll house in the yard. One of the Kilpatrick boys exclaimed that
the doll house was for white children only. Margaret’s children responded: “We ain’t no
niggers, ‘cause we got the same daddy you has, and he comes to see us near everyday
… He is our daddy and we call him daddy when he comes to our house to see our
mama.”42
Dr. Kilpatrick’s wife, Sarah, overheard the children arguing. She confronted her
husband, remarking how strange it was that Margaret’s children had the exact “same
kind of hair and eyes” and nose that her and her husband’s children shared. He told her
to pay those children no mind. Suspecting infidelity and skeptical of her husband’s true
intentions in purchasing Margaret, she threatened to leave him. This story was by no
means unique. Enslavers all across antebellum America purchased enslaved women,
and even young enslaved girls, for sex. Moreover, the nineteenth century saw the rise in
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a specialty industry built within the domestic trade of enslaved people, created to fulfill
the desires of white men seeking the companionship of black and mixed-race enslaved
women and girls – the same market culture that facilitated Dr. Kilpatrick’s purchase of
Margaret.
Fancy girls, also referred to as fancy maids and fancies, are most often
associated with the New Orleans slave trade, where young, attractive, and often lightskinned (sometimes even nearly white-looking) enslaved girls and women were hired
out as bar maids on riverboats, enslaved in the city’s numerous brothels, or sold into
concubinage. Many of these girls ranged in ages from around twelve to twenty years
old, on average.43 Yet, contrary to its common association with New Orleans, the fancy
girl trade was far more expansive, stretching all the way from Baltimore to the Crescent
City using a sophisticated trade network run by formal trading firms and powered by
cash-based transactions in a largely credit-based society.44 The fancy trade became
one of the most lucrative systems of human trafficking within antebellum America’s
institution of slavery.
Alexandria Finley, author of An Intimate Economy: Enslaved Women, Work, and
America’s Domestic Slave Trade (2020), notes that the construction of the fancy girl as
a designation for a particular type of enslaved female developed within the intimate
economy of the slave trade’s gendered specialty markets during the nineteenth century.
Finley argues that the popular culture origins and uses of the term “fancy” may be
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related to several types of slang words and phrases used to denote “extravagance,
indulgence, and lust” during that era. For instance, early uses of “fancy” can be found in
descriptions of the luxury goods sold in ‘fancy stores’ or used to describe pastimes one
might “fancy,” such as a favorite sport or activity. Early modern uses of the term also
frequently referred to the use of fancy in sexual contexts. Fancy pieces, also sometimes
called doxies, described “women of pleasure” – female prostitutes, concubines, and
“kept women.” For those who invested in the fancy girl trade, “fancy” was frequently
used to describe the thrill of buying young enslaved women. Over time, with the
convergence of slang culture and the sexual-innuendo language used by traders and
buyers, “fancy” came to designate a specific classification of black and mixed-raced
enslaved women and girls sold as commodities for pleasure.45
While the practice of sexually exploiting enslaved people is well-understood to
have been an integral facet of the American institution of slavery, the formalized
establishment of sub-industries built around the commoditization of that sexual
exploitation is not a common fixture of discourse on American slavery. This is
particularly so for the fancy girl trade. The limited nature fancy girl studies is jarring
considering that scholars of slavery and commoditization, like Daina Ramey Berry –
author of The Price for Their Pound of Flesh (2017) – note that ‘fancies’ were one of the
three most frequently sold classifications of enslaved women, next to skilled enslaved
female laborers (such as hairdressers or seamstresses) and those sold for breeding.
Fancy girls often carried a high price in terms of their market value. Some scholars even
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contend that these women were considered more monetarily valuable than enslaved
males similarly commoditized, like fancy boys (light-skinned domestics, most generally)
and “bucks” for breeding.46 Yet, the prevalence of fancy girls and fancy girl trading in
antebellum America is still debated by the small number of historians who have sought
to investigate this industry and the women and girls it exploited.
Sharony Green, author of the article, "Mr Ballard, I am compelled to write again":
Beyond Bedrooms and Brothels, a Fancy Girl Speaks” (2011), argues that there are
four reasons that explain the lack of scholarship on fancy girls and the fancy girl trade.
The first is a reluctance to recognize the ‘fancy girl’ as distinguishable from any other
enslaved black woman forced into sexual encounters with white men. The second, is
the presence of “definitional confusion” concerning what factors made an enslaved
person a fancy girl. The problem seems to lie in the tendency of some scholars to view
descriptive designations such as ‘fancy girl’ and ‘prostitute’ as either synonymous or
completely separate entities. As Green asserts: there is a distinctive overlap between
the two terms. Not all fancy girls were prostitutes, not all enslaved female prostitutes
were considered fancy girls, and not all enslaved women and girls were forced into
prostitution or concubinage.
Green contends that the best way to engage the distinction between the terms is
to understand ‘fancy girl’ as a brand-name that entailed a very specific set of
circumstances. For example, a fancy girl typically functioned as a concubine or
prostitute whose condition of enslavement as a sexual commodity was explicitly defined
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by an enslaver or trader, regardless of whether she was being marketed for sale or
exploited by the enslaver or trader, personally. Hence the distinction between an
enslaved female sexually abused by an enslaver versus an enslaved female sold and
purchased expressly for the purpose of being sexually abused. The latter could be
classified as a fancy girl while the former would not necessarily be classified as such. A
fancy girl also, most notably, possessed certain attributes considered to be desirable or
marketable to potential buyers, such as a particular skin tone or an exposure to “high
culture” in white society.47
The third reason for the lack of scholarship on fancy girls and the fancy trade,
Green explains, “may be attributed to the historian’s personal discomfort with the
fancy’s legacy.” Interestingly, Green suggests that the dearth in scholarship might
actually come down to hang-ups within black and white academic communities. She
posits that some historians from the African Diaspora have a negative view towards
recognizing the fancy girl as a product of exploitation based purely on the value placed
on light-skinned enslaved people. In contrast, Green highlights the possibility of a
discomfort felt by white scholars who find difficulty in navigating the fancy girl trade
because of the intensely abusive and gendered nature of the practice. 48
Contrary to Green’s supposition, however, publications, be them articles or book
chapters, that currently provide analysis on the fancy trade contradicts the notion that
scholars have, by and large, shied away from the subject for her third reason. Frankly,
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what stands out most in examining texts published in the last three decades, such as
Walter Johnson’s Soul by Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (1999) and
Calvin Schermerhorn’s The Business of Slavery and the Rise of American Capitalism,
1815-1860 (2015) is the tendency of some historians to place heavy focus on studying
the fancy trade in New Orleans or on multistate trading companies like Franklin &
Armfield’s. As it seems, this inclination more than likely has to do with more extant
records available for study in that region and particularly on that trading firm compared
to other states that hold fewer surviving records of the trade having occurred there with
any regularity.
The fourth and final reason Green gives for what she argues is a lack of study
into the fancy trade is a limited access to evidence. On that topic of sources – and the
lack thereof –it does appear that scholars like Green and others, who have devoted time
to fleshing out the figure that is the ‘fancy girl,’ as well as the market constructed around
her existence have smartly utilized limited, yet informationally rich collections of primary
sources as a means of building a picture of the fancy girl trade and how the women
exploited in that trade functioned within it. Sharony Green touts Edward E. Baptist,
author of "Cuffy," "Fancy Maids," and "One-Eyed Men": Rape, Commodification, and the
Domestic Slave Trade in the United States” (2001), as a pioneer in the study of this
niche market. In his article, Baptist argues that the fancy trade reflects the depths to
which slavery, commerce, and rape were intertwined in pre-Civil War America. It is that
relationship between forced sex, trade, and enslavement, as well as fetishization, that
produced the fancy trade and the men who “passionately” used the trade to fuel their
sexual and psychological desires. Baptist asserts that the lack of acknowledgement of
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some white men’s investment in this system illustrates “society’s half-denied and halfremembered assumptions about commerce and rape.”49
Although sexual abuse was a distinct element of American slavery, questions
abound about how the fancy trade may represent the ways in which certain segments of
American society viewed the connections between slavery, sex, and female prostitution.
In her article, "Seduction, Prostitution, and the Control of Female Desire in Popular
Antebellum Fiction” (2010), Karen J. Renner, a scholar of antebellum literature,
describes the female prostitute as a subject of public fascination prior to the Civil War.
The American public became increasingly aware of prostitution’s prevalence, in large
part due to the proliferation of male-authored literature such as “guidebooks to popular
brothels” and the establishment of the “city novel” literary genre, which highlighted the
crimes perpetrated in the shadows of urban spaces. These cheap and accessible texts
allowed the topics of sex, prostitution, and prostitutes to become objects of fantasy and
imagination within underground American popular culture.50
While acknowledging the commonness of prostitution within nineteenth century
America’s underground sex culture is an important facet of analyzing the widespread
presence of the fancy trade, the existence of a general interest in prostitution culture
only offers a partial explanation for why the fancy girl industry – a market established
solely to commoditize young enslaved females – became such a popular part of the
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domestic trade, as historians such as Daina Ramey-Berry argue. In an effort to get at
the heart of how the fancy trade gained such popularity in the nineteenth century, Tiya
Gordon conducted an extensive study of the trade through an exploration of nineteenth
century American rape culture and the documented lived-experiences of the enslaved
fancy girls who were trafficked.
In her dissertation, "The Fancy Trade and the Commodification of Rape in the
Sexual Economy of 19th Century U.S. Slavery" (2015), Gordon argues southern social
dynamics influenced by pleasure, rape, and sexual desire directed at enslaved women
and girls created and reinforced the fancy girl trade as a formalized system throughout
the South. Furthermore, Gordon argues that the allowance of the rape and forced
concubinage of enslaved females, as well as continued enslavement of the biracial
children produced from these abusive sexual encounters between bonded females and
the white men who enslaved them, were allowed to persist due to the carefully crafted
legal structures and political economies built to maintain these practices.51
Dotting the records of those trafficked and sold through the fancy trade are
accounts of individual enslaved women who found various means of navigating their
precarious conditions of enslavement. Notwithstanding the countless descriptions of the
enslaved victims sold into sex slavery, some scholars have called for a more nuanced
understanding of complex relationships formed between “fancy girls” and the men who
enslaved them. In his lecture, “‘Black’ Concubines, ‘Yellow’ Wives, ‘White’ Children:
Race and Domestic Space in the Slave Trading Households of Robert & Mary Lumpkin
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and Silas & Corinna Omohundro” (2003), sociologist Phillip Troutman brought forth the
question of whether scholars should recognize that some “fancy girls” expressed a level
of agency by developing relationships with their enslavers that allowed them to function
as more than sex slaves and bound concubines.
Troutman challenges scholars to consider acknowledging Corinna Omohundro
and Mary Lumpkin, originally purchased as fancy girls by prolific Richmond, Virginia
traders Silas Omohundro and Robert Lumpkin, as spouses of their enslavers rather
than enslaved concubines. The basis for Troutman’s argument for a reinterpretation of
Corinna and Mary’s social and relationship designations in relation to their enslavers
comes from the fact that both women bore their enslavers’ children. Silas Omohundro
and Robert Lumpkin, in turn, provided for their biracial children financially and had them
educated in northern schools. Both men formally declared their “spouses,” and the
children they fathered with them, heirs to their fortunes and property in their last wills
and testaments – money and property that Corinna and Mary were both able to legally
gain access to following the Civil War.52
One must wonder if being coveted by slavers and inheriting their property after
their deaths is enough to justify categorizing these women in a way that may
inappropriately ignore the specific condition of enslavement they were subjected to. A
conversation is certainly worth having about forms of agency enslaved concubines may
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have expressed within the confines of the domestic space provided by their enslavers.
Still, to refer to an enslaved concubine as a “wife” of their enslaver, regardless of how
“well” she may have been treated within that relationship, inevitably treads into the
questionable territory of disregarding the inherent power imbalances that would have
been present.
Current scholarship on the fancy girl trade details an industry specifically created
to commercialize the sexual exploitation of enslaved women and girls. By early the
nineteenth century, this niche market spawned a vast trade network that included
several major southern and northern cities such as Baltimore, Alexandria, Richmond,
Charlottesville, Nashville, Memphis, Natchez, and New Orleans. At the same time,
small-town traders who bought enslaved people from country-sides and rural hamlets
scattered all over the South also contributed to funneling captives into this national trade
scheme. This network trafficked, oftentimes on foot, thousands of victims from southern
Maryland down into the most isolated, rural corners of the Lower South each year.
Fueled by a nexus of powerful slave trading companies and a steady supply of clientele
spread across the South, the fancy girl trade proved to be one of the most profitable
markets of the domestic trade until the dawn of the Civil War. Over the past thirty years,
historians have painstakingly traced the history of the fancy trade, but most of those
studies have tended to focus on examining the trade in specific localities, regions, as
well as specific trading firms. What is sorely needed now are more works that tie
together the trade’s most noted locations, routes, firms, and victims in order to illustrate
the sheer expanse, pervasiveness, and cruelty of the fancy trade.
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I.

Marketing and Purchasing the Fancy Fantasy:

In 1838, abolitionist Moses Roper published an autobiographical narrative
detailing his life and observations while enslaved in North Carolina, Florida, and
Georgia. Having experienced being sold at numerous markets, Roper became wellacquainted with the abuses traders and coffle drivers would inflict upon their human
cargo as they transported them up and down southern trade routes. In one instance, he
recalled how traders would often “sleep with the best looking females among them, and
they will often have many children in the year, which are said to be slave holder’s
children” which “means, through his villainy, he will make an immense profit…by selling
the babe with its mother.”53 In his personal recollections, Roper expressed a keen
sensitivity to the plight of enslaved women and their children born through rape at the
hands of traders and enslavers. Roper, himself, was product of a forced sexual
encounter involving his biracial mother Nancy and her enslaver Henry Roper.
As Nancy lay confined in her family’s quarter on Henry Roper’s Caswell County
plantation in c. 1815, chatter began to circulate around the property regarding the
appearance of the son she had given birth to. Roper’s new wife, whom he had just
married a few months before, inquired as to the race of the child. One of Nancy’s sisters
quickly informed her that he was “white, and resembled Mr. Roper very much.” In a fit of
rage, Roper’s wife grabbed a “large club-stick and a knife” and raced to Nancy’s quarter
to kill both her and her baby, Moses. Although the murder attempt was swiftly thwarted
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by the quick-thinking of Nancy’s mother who blocked Roper’s wife from proceeding any
further, this would only be the start to the hardships endured by Moses Roper and his
mother. Following the revelation of Moses’s paternity, Henry Roper sold the mother and
son. Moses’s light skin color proved unappealing for Caswell County, North Carolina
traders. Thus, by the age of about six years old, a “negro trader” took him further South,
“several hundred miles from [his] mother.”54
As Moses Roper’s narrative contends, traders and enslavers raped the women
they purchased. Any children born of these violations, were, as Roper put it in the
context of his father selling him, “[disposed] of.”55 The ease to which traders and
enslavers navigated these encounters and their aftermaths, suggests that for the sake
of personal pleasure and financial profit, white men built and maintained sexual-socialeconomic structures that greenlighted this behavior. Existing records regarding Henry
Roper do not reveal whether he purchased Nancy for the purpose of sexual
concubinage. But based on the regularity by which the open trading of light-skinned
young enslaved women for sex took place, it can be conjectured that many women like
Nancy, who fell victim to the barbarism of enslavers, were victims of the fancy trade
established to facilitate these very kinds of circumstances. Such women, particularly
those bought and sold in isolated rural communities, often remain absent in recorded
memory due to lack of documentation.
The sale of fancy women and girls took place throughout the South, from cities to
pastoral towns, but the majority of extant records of the most prominent – and
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documented – trades were located in large urban areas.56 Since the latter half of the
eighteenth century, the process of buying and selling enslaved people was an open
affair. The exhibition of enslaved women and girls sold for sex occurred just as explicitly
as any sale of enslaved people. On a tour of Richmond’s markets, jails, and pens that
housed enslaved people for sale, Swiss author Frederika Bremer noted the many
attractive, light-skinned “so-called ‘fancy girls’” on display for “fancy purchasers.”57
Following a tour of a slaver’s market in New Orleans during the 1850s, Bremer made a
similar observation, but this time acknowledging the youth of many of the girls being
sold. “Many of these children were fair mulattos, and some of them very pretty. One girl
of twelve or so was so white that I should have supposed her to belong to the white
race.”58
Big cities typically featured public slaver’s markets, which were imbued with
sexuality amidst the crowds of potential buyers and traders haggling and spouting
obscenities. Enslaved women and girls were both paraded on auction blocks and
provided for private inquiries to be examined by prospective customers. Curtained
inspection rooms outlined pens and auction centers. Young, attractive enslaved women
and girls priced at high values by eager traders created an atmosphere aimed at
enticing men to invest in a fantasy. The levels to which fancies were priced and the
extent to which sellers invested in publicly advertising them make clear the investment
many had in the fancy trade. As D. M. Pulliam & Co., a Richmond auction company,
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promised in one of its advertisements (aimed directly at traders): "Fancy girls would sell
exceedingly well just now. Hoping we hear from you soon.”59 One trader drawn in by
advertisements like this was Philip Thomas, who purchased a girl in Richmond,
describing her as a “13 year old Girl, Bright Color, nearly a fancy” for whom he paid
$1135.”60 Several accounts from travelers and traders recalled similarly high prices paid
for fancy girls throughout the South.
There was no set system of pricing for fancies, although the trade was notorious,
in part, for having some of the most unusually high prices in the history of the domestic
trade. Many markets operated on a tier system in which fancy girls represented a type
of “choice stock” – or high-value commodity – whose sub-market operated with a price
dynamic all its own. For instance, in Kentucky, during the mid-nineteenth century prices
ranged from $1,000 to $2,000 per person and continued to increase until the early
1860s.61 For reference, a prospective buyer could purchase a family of five enslaved
people advertised by trader A. A. McLean in Nashville, Tennessee valued $2,000 during
the early 1850s. Interestingly, McLean, who was a noted purveyor of many services
beyond trading in people, also advertised an entire house for rent in the Republican
Banner and Nashville Whig newspapers for $75 to $225 per year.62 The variances in
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pricing of fancy girls often eclipsed other items and services deemed marketable
commodities.
Regardless of the region of sale, prices stayed roughly around $1,000 to $1,700
at the very least. Traders were calculated in their marketing and selling practices to
capitalize on a market culture deeply intertwined with seeking out victims to exploit and
profiting from the limitless sexual fantasies of their customer-base. Fancy traders
viewed the practice as a dependable investment. The manners in which many of these
traders spoke of the women and girls they sold is akin to a speculator considering the
purchasing of (expensive) livestock. Phillip Thomas, who operated a trading scheme
from Richmond to New Orleans, with the assistance of trade agents, remarked quite
happily about his desire to sell more ‘attractive’ women who would command higher
prices. “I wish all we had were Eliza & Mariahs,” noted in a letter to an agent, referring
to two young women we had purchased. Hoping to command a hefty sum for the pair,
Thomas instructed one of his agents by the name of Calhoun to sell them. Finding out
that Calhoun had sold Eliza for a rate far lower than expected, Thomas wrote a letter to
another agent expressing his frustration. “Tell Calhoun I shall give him fits when I see
him for selling Eliza as low as $1,200[.] She was worth at least $2,000.”63 Considering
that values for fancies soared upwards $5,233 in places like New Orleans, with wellestablished red-light districts and brothels many enslaved women and girls were
channeled into, it is certainly no wonder that sizeable profits were a huge motivating
factor for expanding the trade and advertising it.64
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Newspapers played a significant role in advertising the “fancy fantasy,” from
marketing private sales to public auctions. The template for advertising fancy girls
followed a basic model that can be seen in nineteenth century newspapers across the
South. These advertisements typically featured (at minimum) the age, complexion, and
a general description of the physical attractiveness of the enslaved women and girls.
Brief notices like that of Thomas Taliaferro’s, placed in the 31 December 1845 issue of
the Richmond Daily Whig, emphasized skin color and age in his bid to encourage
potentially interested parties to consider purchasing “a handsome Mulatto Girl [of] 14
years” to be sold at auction the following week.65
Other advertisements were much more detailed in their descriptions of the
person scheduled for sale, going so far as to describe more specific attributes like body
type and personal character. Such was the case in Joseph Holladay’s advertisement for
an unnamed enslaved girl from Norfolk, Virginia. So striking was this notice that several
anti-slavery newspapers circulated it throughout September of 1849, including the AntiSlavery Bugle based in New Lisbon, Ohio. The advertisement read in part, “For sale, a
Colored Girl, of very superior qualification, who is now in Mr. Hall’s Jail in Norfolk. She is
what speculators call a Fancy Girl – a bright Mulatto, fine figure, straight black hair and
very black eyes – remarkably neat and cleanly in her dress and person …” 66 It bears
mentioning that Holladay, who described this girl as “the most valuable in Virginia,”
likely applied considerable attention to how he constructed her advertisement because
she had attempted to escape from her previous enslaver – hence her detainment in the
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jail at the time of this notice’s publication. Holladay even offered to allow interested
parties to enslave the girl on an extended trial basis to prove her ‘compatibility’ with the
description he provided of her.
While advertising the sale of enslaved people via newspaper was a fairly
common practice in the nineteenth century South, some surviving southern newspapers
may suggest that few traders desired to advertise publicly, leaving a space open for a
small number of traders to dominate the market in major urban areas. One of the few to
publicly market fancy girls in local Tennessee newspapers, Nashville trader Rees W.
Porter gained notoriety for his numerous ‘for sale’ notices and enthusiastic advertising
of “fancies.”67 A seasoned trader, Porter’s ads boasted significant numbers of enslaved
people available for sale, often dozens at a time. In an advertisement entitled “Negroes
Again,” published in the Nashville Union and American in April 1856, Porter claimed to
have “a large number of Negroes on hand that must be sold and amongst them some
valuable Families, and as I never separate families, I can give good bargains. Also,
several FANCY GIRLS, and I do expect the best Cook in Tennessee. I mean what I
say.”68
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II.

Geography of Exploitation, From Rural Homes to Urban Brothels:

The manners in which traders and buyers acquired captives to sell varied by
region and state. In Kentucky, although some traders imported young, enslaved women
and girls into the state intending to sell them in Lexington, home of one of the nation’s
largest slaver’s markets specializing in fancies outside of Richmond and New Orleans,
the majority of them were born, raised and sold in Kentucky. This was due to a nonimportation act passed by the state legislature in 1833 that barred the bringing of
enslaved people into the state for resale. This did not hamper the state’s bustling trade,
however. Prior to the 1840s, in rural communities, farmers sold excess enslaved people
to their neighbors and people in the nearest towns. Local auctions were also common.
Even after the domestic trade expanded in the South by the 1850s, local trade operated
as the primary method of exchange, while multistate traveling traders sought
connections with rural residents to buy and export surplus enslaved people from more
isolated areas.69 Accounts from mixed-race enslaved Kentuckians explain that the
circulation and exploitation of fancy girls in more secluded backcountry spaces
generally took place behind the closed doors of private farms and plantations.
Numerous enslaved people recounted female relatives at the constant mercy of
persistent enslavers’ sexual harassment. Attempting to avoid these advances frequently
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presented their own problems. At eighteen years old, Delia Clarke recalled trying to
evade her enslaver’s overtures. Angered by her resistance, he sold her further South.70
Although sexual harassment and rape were a constant threat for those enslaved
on plantations and in private homes, these circumstances were not the only threat.
While a formal trade in fancies did exist in which people were bought and sold, slave
jails also offered traders the opportunity to find potential victims to put in brothels.
Malinda Bibb, first wife of Henry Bibb, author of the Narrative of the Life and Adventures
of Henry Bibb (1849), narrowly escaped forced prostitution after being taken to a slave
jail in Louisville. Slave catchers had caught the couple trying to escape to Canada.
Separated from her husband in the jail by its trader-operator, he took Malinda to a workhouse where Henry Bibb recounted in his narrative how the trader “drove Malinda
before him to the work-house, swearing by his Maker that, [she] submit to him or die.”
Upon refusing the trader, Malinda described having to physically fight off the trader in
what she called “a private house where he kept female slaves [for his customers] for the
basest purposes.”71 While it appears that Malinda was able to avoid rape and forced
prostitution, in other regions, many young women and girls bound for sale to the Deep
South could not escape.
One of the world’s most important port cities in the nineteenth century, New
Orleans was the final destination for a large percentage of the coffles that transported
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thousands of enslaved people throughout the country each year.72 As a magnet for the
nation’s fancy trade and the home of the largest slaver’s market in the United States,
New Orleans supplied its visitors with a host of enslaved prostitutes and so-called
“negro brothels,” which in turn, provided the city with consistent economic growth.73
While the condition of the fancy girl was filled with hardships and exploitation by its very
nature, those forced to labor in these “disorderly houses” had even more to worry about
on top of the sexual abuse.
Prostitution, though not illegal in nineteenth century Louisiana, crimes related to
the committing of prostitution-related acts, such as keeping a brothel or “house of illrepute,” were illegal. So long as the palms of city officials were regularly greased,
monetized sex culture thrived in the Crescent City. An examination of newspaper
reports from the era show that arrests involving prostitution and brothel-related crimes
generally targeted the women working in them, rather than the men patronizing them. 74
In 1847, an issue of the Daily Picayune paper reported that police officers had raided
the establishment of a white brothel-keeper named Mathilda Raymond. Raymond’s
neighbor Thomas Lynch had publicly accused her of “keeping a disorderly house” that
served as the “resort and residence of lewd and abandoned women.” The bust resulted
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in the arrest of four “light colored” enslaved women, all of whom were charged with
living in a “house of ill-fame” for “the vilest purposes.”75
Brothel busts involving fancies were a fairly frequent feature in the city’s
newspapers. In the 1 October 1857 edition of the New Orleans Daily Crescent an article
reported that “Some twenty of the fancy girls of Gravier street, beyond Circus, were
arraigned on charges of being lewd and [] abandoned, and a living scandal to that street
and to the city.” The name of the brothel’s owner is not mentioned.76 Some keepers
were caught maintaining “houses of ill-repute” more than others. Over a period of seven
years, the “negro brothel” of Mary Taylor, another white owner, was involved in at least
two raids, according to extant records. In 1855, three out of the four enslaved women
working in her house – Margaret, Patsey, and Josephine – were charged with operating
a disorderly house. Taylor enslaved all three women, suggesting that the arrests were
likely connected to her business ventures.
That year, she, along with two women she enslaved, were arrested, charged,
and jailed for luring and robbing a client. It is difficult to determine how often enslaved
prostitutes were charged with crimes in New Orleans, regardless of what they were.
Some records show that at least a few were arrested and punished – some, quite
severely. In a New Orleans Daily Crescent article entitled “Fleeced,” the writer relays
that a man named James Coughlan had formally accused “two fancy girls, named Mary
Ann Campbell and Alice Brennan” of pickpocketing him for $18. The pair were arrested
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and charged with the crime.77 In the case of a brothel raid, a keeper known only as
“Mrs. Bonsigneur” and her enslaved woman Sarah, were both arrested on accusations
of “keeping a house devoted to unlawful purposes.” While Bonsigneur walked away with
a twenty-five dollar fine, the court ordered Sarah be whipped.78
The history of the fancy trade and its relationship to brothel culture, particularly in
New Orleans, is an important facet of understanding the sexual economy forged out of
the enslavement of women and girls for sex and concubinage. Throughout the
nineteenth century, writers and travelers commented on this destination within which
men could live out their fantasies of sleeping with “exotic” women in brothels. From that
brothel culture stemmed sub-trades, such as those conducted by trader James G.
Blakeley, who profited from the fancy trade by purchasing young women and hiring
them out as “bed companions” for men willing to pay around $12 to $20 a month.79
Brothels and other forms of prostituting, within the context of sexual slavery and the
fancy trade, were an important part of commoditizing women forced to perform sexual
labor. Perhaps not necessarily surprising – Regardless of how profitable and popular
the fancy trade and its brothels were, and the domestic trade in enslaved people in
general was, it was not a system most of the American public outwardly expressed
appreciation for.
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III.

Notable Trading Firms that Propagandized Trading in Human Beings and
Capitalized on Victim Proximity:

Despite the fact that the domestic slave trade contributed heavily to the southern
economy, the selling of enslaved people operated on the fringes of respectable
American commercial activities – at least in terms of general social acceptability. In his
book Slave Trading in the Old South (1931), Frederic Bancroft recalled a letter sent to
him around 1890 from a former southern judge and enslaver who described the process
of buying and selling enslaved people before the Civil War. “In the South[,] the calling of
a slave-trader was always hateful [and] odious even among slaveholders themselves.”
The stigma attached to traders even affected their children, the judge recalled, stating
that “there was ever a thin cloud resting on them, which one could not get rid of.”
Although these children may have been accepted into society, albeit to varying extents,
“it was no uncommon thing to hear the sly remark – ‘his or her father was a slave
driver.’”80 This public disdain for the trading business and the threat of social
ostracization for those involved did not stop some traffickers from openly advertising
their businesses, however.
In an effort to dispel public aversions towards the trade and expand their
customer bases, trading companies that “specialized” in selling enslaved people
(particularly fancies), advertised their pens and auction houses as luxurious centers of
commercial exchange. During the early 1850s, Jacob Dabbs and Rees W. Porter, who
operated one of Nashville’s most well-documented trading firms, published notices in
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local newspapers marketing their pens as a place that provided “safe and comfortable
quarters for keeping all number of Negroes.” Notable Nashville trading firms such as
Dabbs and Porter, actively advertised the public sale of large numbers of enslaved
people out of their independently owned pens. These descriptions of safety and luxury
stood in direct contrast with formerly enslaved people who later described these auction
centers and pens as “deplorable” spaces. 81
One of the nation’s largest private trading companies was the Franklin & Armfield
Slave Office, owned by Isaac Franklin and John Armfield and based out of
Alexandria.”82 Unlike many private traders of the era who preferred to work outside of
public view, Franklin & Armfield’s multistate operation made an unusual effort to
cultivate a “palatable image” of their trade in human beings. With its open-door policy of
allowing visitors to tour their offices and pens, the company successfully fostered such a
positive reputation that they were considered one of the nation’s most humane dealers
in enslaved people. But this propagandic image was far from reality. 83 Amongst Franklin
and Armfield’s various activities, the company advertised a wide range of enslaved
people for sale, with the trade in fancy girls representing a sizeable percentage of their
business.84
Taking advantage of substantial expansion of credit networks and the booming
markets of the early nineteenth century economy, Isaac Franklin and John Armfield
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generated significant revenue through the trade of enslaved people. Franklin & Armfield
funneled large coffles of enslaved people through Natchez, Mississippi along its trade
route from Northern Virginia to the markets in New Orleans. Surviving correspondence
between Franklin, Armfield, agents, and trade partners (like Rice Ballard), documents
that victims of their activities: the countless deaths referred to as “business loses, the
dumping the dead bodies of those killed by disease and neglect,” and the purchase and
rape of fancy girls.85 Within the context of the domestic trade, traders raped and
assaulted the women and girls they enslaved likely just as often as some plantation
owners did. In some cases, they even purchased them for that express purpose.
Rice Ballard, a Richmond-based trader and one-time trade agent of Franklin &
Armfield, was infamous for his enslavement and forced concubinage of Avenia White
and Susan Johnson, two women he originally purchased as fancy girls. He also
appears, based on his meticulously kept personal records and account books, to have
fathered at least one child each with the women. These relationships were known to his
trading partners. In one letter Isaac Franklin wrote to Ballard in January 1834, Franklin
suggested Ballard make Avenia and Susan “earn their keep by running a whorehouse”
in Baltimore or Alexandria, as he would be capable of convincing them to do so. In
another letter, Franklin seems to take a jab at Ballard’s propensity for keeping enslaved
women around instead of selling them. He asks him to find a buyer for a recently
purchased “Fancy Girl from [Charlottesville],” whom Ballard had not yet gotten around to
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selling. In his letter, Franklin asks mockingly, “Will you send her out or shall I charge you
$1100 for her?”86

IV.

Conclusion: Victimhood and Questions of Agency. The Complicated
Realities of the Life of a “Fancy Girl”:

Around the age of fifteen, Corinna Hinton, a light-skinned enslaved girl in
Richmond, gave birth to her first child: Silas Omohundro, Jr. Silas Omohundro, Sr., a
wealthy white independent trader, nearly thirty-years her senior – and her enslaver –
was the father. Corinna’s position in Omohundro’s life and trading career has been hotly
debated for years, with scholars unable to come to a consensus on how to categorize it.
Enslaved by him as a teenager and raped by him at fourteen, leaving her pregnant,
Corinna had little recourse by which to navigate her condition. At a young age,
Omohundro had purchased her as a “fancy girl,” and as she grew older he provided her
with a home, clothing, and money enough to maintain a ‘comfortable’ life within the
confines of bondage.87
A purveyor of a “private house of entertainment” and jail for enslaved people,
Silas Omohundro amassed a fortune in trading human beings, many of whom were
fancy girls he would fastidiously advertise to buyers by dressing them in brand new
clothing (called “sale outfits), which he would enlist Corinna to purchase for them.
Forced to balance the roles of concubine and enslaved domestic, her daily existence
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was shaped in this concocted domestic space created by her enslaver. Over the course
of Corinna’s time in Omohundro’s life, she bore him several children – all of whom
nearly passed for white. She even participated in some of Omohundro’s trade matters.
All of this was controlled by Silas Omohundro. His business, his children, and Corinna,
whom some scholars (and contemporaries in his personal life) have argued, he treated
like a “wife.”
The sexual economy and culture of abuse that forged the fancy trade exploited
enslaved women and girls, often thrusting them into lives of unbearable cruelty
constructed by men seeking to fulfill personal desires. A fantasy. In his observations of
the fancy trade, social theorist George Fitzhugh, propagator of pro-slavery sociological
theory, argued that men who purchased fancy girls for sex and concubinage wanted to
act out a fantasy of being a “lord and master, whom she should love, honor, and obey.”
Fetishism, sex, profit, and control all played in a role in the creation and maintenance of
the fancy trade, turning it into one of the biggest and most profitable niche markets
within the domestic trade. While the mechanics of fancy trade operations, geography,
advertising and sales strategies are core to understanding just how the trade grew in
the way that it did, intertwined with those day-to-day business activities of people like
Silas Omohundro, were women like Corinna who had to eke out a life for themselves,
while in this inimitable classification of human bondage. While the discourse on Corinna
Hinton’s status within Silas Omohundro’s life and career is absolutely worth having, it
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would seem that recognition of the complicated realities of living as an enslaved fancy
girl should be at the forefront of conversations debating her condition of bondage.88
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